the spatial and fiscal challenges
of adequately housing an

expanding population have
been at the heart of the story
of manchester and they remain
significant today. starting from
the city's rapid industrialisation
in the late 1700s and through
It& physical growth into a
commercial metropolis with

global connection during the
ninetHnth century, manchester
had t.evere housing probfems. ln
response the city has s een all
manner of different residential
fo,ms: dense terraces and
back·to·back: houses In places
like hulme, gated residential
communities like victorla pa,k
for the elites, purpose built
municipal tenement block1 llkt
victoria square for labourers,
planned garden suburbs such

a• cMritonviUe for aspiring
middle class profession11t:, the
building of s~rate garden
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city out at wythensl\a\w, to
modernist inspired blocks of flats
In the interwar years such as
heywood house in ardwick end
after the second world w•r the
development of various overspill
housing estates, such as
hatteraley, that shipped resident•
well beyond the municipal
borders. here i consider what
h•ppened in the 1960sand 70.
when new architectural forms
and construction techniqu••
were employed to assembfe
social housing cheaply and
quickly. the re.suits were
distinctive - and controversial ...
mega block esQt e.s.

the 1960s and
wholesale urban renewal
manchester still had large ar&<:ss
of housing deemed inadequate
in terms of sanitation and
overcrowding into the 1960s.
many inner city neighbourhoods
had little or no open space
and poor community facilities.
an embitious approach was
enacted to tackle the legacy of
victorian urbanisation involving
principles of comprehensive
urban renewal as opposed to
pie<:emeat clearances and small·
scale rebuilding that had marked
earlier attempts to provide
better housing.
town hall planners looked
to clear away many hundred
streets of victorian and
edwardian terraces - typically
categorised as 'slums' and
condemned by redlining
on maps - to create many
thousands of new d wellings
quickly using industrialised
systems building techniques.
$everal large 'streets-in•the-sky'
estates, comprising $iX· to
ten•;storey multi·block structures
were realised. some of the most
visually impressive were the
hulme phase v development
(the 'crescents'), the large
multi~level 'lego•brick' looking
estates in harpurhey (the turkey
lane est.ate), and the scheme
in longsight (gibson street
area, which became known as
'fort ardwick') and, as we shall
examine In detail below, one
in beswick (wellington street
scheme, nicknamed as 'fort
beswick').

planning a system-built
housing estate
-wellington street scheme
their design was seen as
contemporary and socially
pro.gressive, with good living
space, light and s.anitationj
and it was anticip3ted • that
industrialized building can
come into its own and produce
the continuity of building fabric
which it is suggested will
provide the best solution for the
environmental problems to be
met in urban renewal." •
the systems building approaches
were being promoted nationally
as the most efficient solutions
for urban renewal and mass
social housing. it was believed
they could deliver new homes
at speed and volume, whilst
also driving down unit co.sts.
there was also undoubtedly
enthusiasm for this approach
from younger architect ·planners
appointed in the 1960s to
the housing department of
manchester council. these
new approaches were heavily
mar1<eted as well by several
competing large construction
firms looking deploy their own
proprietary industrialised sy.stem
of building to win profitable local
auth~ contracts.

beswick, a small inner
neighbourhood of ea$t
manchester, was developed
during the first half of the
twentieth century primarily
as a crowded residential area
for the mass ranks of worker$
employed in adjacent factories
and heavy engineering plants
of bradford1 gorton and miles
platting. it w.as densely populated
with herring-bone lines of
edwardian era terraces and little
open spacej a familiar pattern of
urban residendal development
repeated across many of britain's
industrial cities.
the wellington street residential
area in the middle of beswick
bordered by ashton old road
and grey mare lane was slated
for comprehensive renewal
in the mid·60s. this erased
the established land•use and
street grid. following surveys
by inspectors from the m&dical
officer of health and planning
department , virtually all of
the existing terraced housing
was condemned as unfit for
human habitatjon and subject to
compulsory purchase orders. a
total of 34 acres was cleared by
1967, with the demolition of over
11200 houses plus more than a
hundred shops and ten pubs. 2
the scale o f the clearance
area provided the blank slate
deemed necessary for deploying
systems building techniques
In an efficient manner. rows of
small two-up, t wo-down brick
dwellings were replaced by
monolithic multi•storey blocks
of flats constructed of rendered
concrete panels. this represented
an order magnrtude change in
t he physi cal scale of housing in
the area. when completed the
variable heights of this mega·
block structure with its walkways
and decks had somewhat of
a castellated appearance and
quickly it was detrimentally
labelled as 'fort beswick'.

building fort beswick

in the systems building approach
employed for the wellington
street scheme all structural
elements were produced out
of concrete and manufactured
en·mass in centralised factories
before being shipped to the
site where the construction
process was simply a matter
of assembling standard parts
in saquence, with wall panels
slotting together and bolling into
floors.
this could be done using
movable crane$ rather than
expensive scaffolding. the
building s:rte itself was said to
be ~dry', i.e. without need for wet
concrete, mortar and plaster.
on a large, open site the result
was a continuous assembly line
construction, which advocates
argued was much cheaper than
conventional building methods
primary by reduction in the need
for costly craft skills. eliminating
bricklayers, plasterers and the
like was seen as key virtue
of facto"Y"'based concrete
prefabrication.
however, the quality of
the manufacture of panel
components and the precision
of their assemblage on site were
crucial to produce robust and
weatherproof struct ures. poor
quality control and careless work
on site were the root cause of
most of the subsequent ph~
ical
problems on systems built
housing estates from this era
across britain.

the wellington street estate was
delivered using a proprietary
industrialised building system
known as the bison wall frame,
developQd in the ear1y 1960s
by concrete ltd, using panel
con$truction metho-d origiMted
in scandinavia. i
the contract for construction was

£4.4 million to build over 1,000
dwellings, along with fourteen
shops and eight laundries. 4 the
estate was made up of 34 large
multi•storey rectangular blocks,
and laid out at right angles to
form squares and spurs. the
blocks were of different lengths
and heights: there were eight
four1torey1 thirteen six•storey,
and thirteen eight·storey blocks.
construction was completed by

1972.
in aest hetic terms the muted
brown palette and rough texture
of the exterior surfaces of the
blocks was a point of contention.
critics asserted that it meant
fort beswick 'looked like shit'. in
contrast the architects in the
housing department chiimed
the finish was in fact a pleasant
buff colour designed to offset
the greyness of bare concrete. 5
in reality t he visual appearance
of the estate deriv&d largel)'
from cost savings in the design
because "painting and rendering
required maintenance (whereas)
aggregate facing formed a
permanent and {due to it$
Irregular reli ef ~·c l eaning
finish•.$
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living in fort beswick

the complex configuration
of the new estate with meny
dead·end roads and lots of
pedestrianised alleys and courts
made for a landscape with little
immediate fegibility1 while the
verticality of the space with
various litts, stairca_ses and
multi·level landings, coupled
with linking upper level walkways
made the estate even harder to
comprehend.

initial tenant dissatisfaction
with the qualify of the buildings
and the provision of communal
facilities quick·ly developed
into serious disquiet over their
physical safety and sense of
security of the estate as a
place to live. strvcturol failings
interacted with social breakdown
to make wellington st.met into a
'problematic' inner~city estate by
the end of the 1970s.

yet the walkways and decks
were a significant architectural
element in fort beswick, as
they were in most other late·
1960s mega-block estates, and
were optimisticalfy conceived
as •st reets--in·the•sky' with
" pedestrian routes should be
allowed to •meander'". 1

a key issue with the basic
structural integrity of the bison
wall frame construction system
was articulated by mp peter
pike in a parliamentary debate:
"••• there have been major
problems with condensation,
dampness and panels falling
down. if i were a tenant in those
properties, i should be afraid
to walk near them in case a
large concrete block fell on my
head." • in numerous places
the seals around panels joints
and windows were inadequate
to prevent water penetration.
reliability issues and the cost of
electric heating compounded
the serious damp problems
inside many dwellings.

residents living on different
blocks were able to traverse
nearly the whole estate on these
upper level walkways, including
access to the shopping centre,
without having to go down to the
ground. however, many tenants
found that lots of the upper
landings and walkways lacked
sufficient pedestrian traffic to
create natural surveillance and
a sense of safety that is felt on
busy city streets. the decks
failed to function as real streets
with a social purpos-ej in.stead
t hey became a source of anxiety
around anti ~social behaviour and
fear of being mugged. the multi
level nature of the wellington
street estate, like many similar
ones, became more problematic
because of inadequate
maintenance of vital passenger
lifts; their failure had serious
implications for acceu for many
hundreds of peoe!e living on
higher floors.
within a short time from
the completion and the full
occupation of the wellington
street estate issues with the
bison designed blocks began
to emerge.

the sheer scale of the
blocks and their identikit1
monochrome arehit&cture fed
into an oppressive sense of
anonymity and the layout over
multiple levels i n many ways
discouraged social interaction
and community spirit. the lack
of care and routine maintenance
of the public spaces, resulting
from a combination of tenant
alienation and budgetary cuts in
the local authority, contributed
to the overall poor environmental
quality of the estate and wori<ed
to encourage fur1her anli'·social
behaviour.
the reputation of fort beswick,
along w ith many other $YStems·
built deck-access housing
structures in manchester,
including the turkey lane estate
in harphurhey and the hulme v
'crescents', became notorious
to many residents and outside
observers.

proj&cting a wholly negativ&
picture of such 1960s mega·-,
block housing schemes does,
however, risks falling into
dystopian stereotypes. the lived
experience in the wellington
street blocks was likely more
complex - there were cer1ainly
countervailing voices from
some residents about positive
aspects of life. there are other
perspectives- on the relative
merits of the architectural
design of fort beswick and fellow
'streets·in •the•-sky' estates, and
of the actual industrial systems
building apptoaches.
some of the reasons for the
rapid failure o f wellington street
as a housing scheme were not
t.he fault of architecture of the
estate itself and were caused
by external factors:. importantly
ineffectual man.agement and
letting practice by housing
officials contributed to ear1y
social problems and then tended
to exacerbate them. stable
families were moved out and as
the deck•access flats became
harder to rent to working people,
they became a social 'dumping
ground' for those without other
housing options.
there were often also the most
vulnerable tenants and people
with other physical and mental
health problems. one also needs
to contextualise the social
challenges faced in fort beswick
In terms of the wider socio·
economic changes- that afflicted
urban britain in the 1970s and
1980s and especially so in the
inner cities of major northern
conurbations. deind ustriaJisation
eliminated many of the sources
of steady blue-collar employment
for social housing tenants, and
fong·term male unemployment
became the norm. prevalent
j oblessnes$, mult.i ple deprivation,
coupled with widespread
morbidity and endemic drug
problems, an tended to be
conc,entrated on inner city
estates like fort beswick.

fort beswick
going ••. going .•• gone
by the earty 1980sgrowing
concerns were being expressed
nationally about both the social
and material failings the systems•
built estates across british
cities. in manch&ster pressure
from organised tenants groups
and local housing campaigners,
stimulated by coverage in local
newspapers and in the national
media, forced the council into
serious consideration about the
future of fort beswick and the
other large 1960s deck•access
estates.
in autumn 1981, following a
detailed external structural
survey of the estate, the city
council decided to demolish
fort bes.wick rather than try to
take expensive remedial action
on the original bison bloeks:. the
times newspaper reported the
cost of building 300 new homes
on the site would be £4m and
architect urally they "would not
differ much in style from the old
victorian terraces th&t were razed
to make way for the concrete
jungle.'"~

a phased multi·year demolition
of fort beswiek commenced in
november 1982 with a more
conventional street grid being
reinstated. the replacement
residential development was
aptly deseribed by journalist
padraig col man: "i visited
manchester eight years ago and
the area once eovered by fort
beswiek had neat little rows
of houses all on ground level.
although there was more space
and the houses looked in good
condition, they did rather remind
me of the old terraced houses
that were demolished in the
1960s." U)

fort beswiek
- being forgotten
the mega blocks of fort beswick
existed for less than twenty years
and there is no physieal evidence
to b& seen of them now. like the
other examples in manehester
authat is left are the fading
memories of former r esidents,
plus scant photographic material.
the neighbourhoods have
been bulldozed flat yet again
and completety rebuilt. their
problematic: reputation does
still reverberate down the years
in the public discourse around
tackling current social housing
ehallenges.
while there were many good
intentions within the municipal
paternalism that drove forward
these urban renewal projects in
the 1960s1 there was also little
or no consultation with local
eommunities being rehoused.
there were class divisions
between decision·makers
lnvolved in mapping slum
clearances areas and the peo_ple
living in the terraced streets
being redlined. few, if any, of
the town hall officials lived in
areas they were responsible for
replanning.
a small but powerful illust ration
of this disconnection comes
through in the use of children's
building bricks to model the
layout and massing of the
estates i n official pubtications.
at one level the use !ego was
probably just an expedient
ehoiee by time·pressured staff in
manehester housing department,
but viewed critically and with
hindsight these models seem
to encapsulate the teehnoctatic

thinking of tho 1960s.
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lego brick mentalities of fort
be$wiek were about maximi$ing
the use of spaee, minimising C:O$t
and mechanistically stacking
boxes together with little thought
for how the result would feel for
real ~pie. 11
in many of the efforts at clean..
sw-eep urban renewal and
rehousing in the 1960s, some
of the poorest people in s<X::iety
were effectively being used as
guinea pigs for architectural
experimentation1 testing out
industrially manufaetured homes.
it is easy to see the resulting
architecture and urban design
as dehumanising in their scale
and uniformity. a lot was also
poorly built, due often to cutting
corners on budgets and dodgy
eontraetors.
disa,ppointingly then the
experiments like fort beswick in
high·den$ity modemist housing1..4
while delivering materially
better sanitation and more open
space at ground level, did not
produce healthy places or stable
residential communities. it can
be plausibly argued that they
ended· up recreating slum·like
conditions in concrete blocks
form; demonised by some as
'elevated ghettos'. 12 certainly
many residents of these 'street~
in·the·sky' mega blocks felt they
were worse than the rows of
small terraced housing they had
replaced. it is now impossible
to property judge <>s both the
edwardian terraces and fort
beswick are gone.

